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Executive Summary
DeiLink is the first step into our wider NFT
gaming metaverse. We are creating a holistic
platform for gaming, to allow game-agnostic
usage of NFTs.

We will bring together players and
communities with shared interests in
Crypto/Blockchain technology,
Trading/Collectible Games, Free-To-Play
(F2P) and Play-To-Earn (P2E) mechanics,
competitive or casual gaming, gamers
who enjoy social activities and casual
events.

The goal of DeiLink is to not be a
single game, but a platform
containing multiple varied
gaming experiences, ranging
from collectible card games to
strategy, with the end goal being
the ability for users to utilise the
NFTs cross-game, boosting both
the utility and value of each
asset.

Main Objectives
Enable NFTs with multiple use-cases
Provide a gaming experience where users have full control of their
digital assets
Enable events where users can compete to earn NFT and Blockchain
prizes
Increase the usage of NFT gaming and bring it to the mainstream
Enhance the value of NFTs within our platform
Form collaborations with other NFT projects to be used as both
cosmetics and items within our platform

Organization and Management

Tim Murphy
Founder and CEO

Tom Willetts
Chief Product Officer

Jack Francis
Chief Technical Officer

Mitchum Bailey
Blockchain Developer

Current Collections
Project: Pigeon

Total amount: 500
Blockchain: Ethereum
Network: Polygon
Floor price: 0.015 $ETH

Project: Pigeon Eggs
Total amount: 8665
Blockchain: Ethereum
Network: Polygon
Mint price: 12 Matic

Market Research I
NFTs
The NFT market has seen substantial growth over the last few years; NFT sales
rose from £13.7 million in 2020 to $2.5 billion in 1H21 alone.
More recently, OpenSea has seen a trade volume of $3.4 billion in August 2021
alone.
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Blockchain Gaming and Play-To-Earn
Blockchain gaming has existed for a while, with its popularity first kicking off with
CryptoKitties in 2017, which allowed users to buy and sell collectible cats, which
they could breed to create more cats. As each cat had value, by breeding them
users were able to earn money for their time spent playing the game. The most
expensive CryptoKitty sold was for $172,000.
P2E games provide players the opportunity to progress and play without spending
any money, by getting resources for free as a reward for playing. P2E games are
particularly attractive in the NFT space as these games often have a marketplace,
meaning people can earn money by selling the NFTs they earn. DeiLink games will
all contain P2E elements, allowing users to earn in-game currency (DeiCoin, see
below), as well as NFTs as rewards for playing the game.
The common story told here is of Filipino residents, who are able to earn more
than the national wage by playing and selling NFTs earned in Axie Infinity.

Market Research II
Target Audiences

Metaverse dApps

As the end goal is to have a variety of different games, including a VR
space for people to meet and own space within, being part of this
project enables access to our metaverse.
Project: Pigeon:
Project Pigeon was our proof-of-concept project for the NFT space.
Gaining over 1750 followers and a trade volume of 1.6 Ethereum
(roughly $6000 as of writing) within the first 3 months. Throughout,
aspects of DeiLink were teased, and a Discord community of over 220
people was created, who will get priority for pre-alpha testing and
beyond, as well as helping contribute to the TCG’s beta card art.
Use case: Virtual museums & galleries | “Pigeon Island”
Pigeon Island is one of the first interactive galleries and marketplaces
for NFTs. Here, you can see our Pigeons in flight, and by clicking on a
Pigeon that catches your eye, you will be directed to their OpenSea
page.
Pigeon Island will be updated soon to include XR (extended reality)
experiences. XR museums and galleries will provide more enriching
experiences, allowing you to feel more immersed in the environment
(such as being able to pick up some virtual pieces).

Token & Goals
Our Goals

Reward players and supporters
Players and early supporters will be rewarded with $VIVE, as a token of
our gratitude for their support.
Control in-game economics
Requiring $VIVE for trade-ups, packs and secondary sales will ensure
there is a sustainable play-to-earn environment and always $VIVE in the
'pot' to offer as rewards.
Incentivise play
Tokens will be used as incentives for community play and for real
competition, leading to a better gaming experience.
$VIVE will be the primary token used across all games within our
ecosystem, and will be on the Polygon Blockchain.
$VIVE will have different use cases depending on the game in question,
but a key role will be the creation of new NFTs through purchasing
packs (one of the core ways to receive new NFTs).
$VIVE can also be used to purchase NFTs on our secondary market, and
is key to adding value to common cards via a "trade-up" process.
Token ownership will also act as a tool for in-game voting, allowing
owners to have their say in any issues or decisions which arise.
Tokens will be rewarded to players who are Pigeon/Eggs owners. Full
details in the Supply Breakdown.

Token Supply I
There will be 10 billion (10,000,000,000) $VIVE tokens. Token issue may be
subject to a vesting lock-up on case by case bases to ensure no issues
regarding liquidity.
Supply Overview:
Total supply - 10,000,000,000 (100%)
Early supporters:
NFT allocation - 1%
Private sales - 20%
Public Sales - 3%
Community Development - 20%
P2E - 34%
Team - 15%
Advisors - 7%
NFT Allocation
Team
1%
15%

Private Sales
20%

Advisors
7%

Public Sales
3%

Community Development
20%
P2E
34%

Token Supply II
Tokens will be released in waves, following an initial Token Generation
Event (TGE).
Within our TGE, 10% of the total supplies dedicated to Private sales,
Public sales, and Community development will be released. 1% of all
tokens dedicated to Play-to-earn will also be released, wherein there will
be P2E opportunities in Flappy Pigeon and our Egg Game.
This TGE will allow us to receive the initial funding necessary to get the
project truly off-the-ground, allowing us to self-fund our initial first stages
and act as a launchpad for future investment.

Vesting Schedule

As a first draft of our vesting schedule, some values may be subject to
change. Our TGE is currently planned for mid-late January 2022.

Supply Breakdown I
Early Supporters

1% of the total supply will be airdropped to Pigeon and Egg holders, to
thank them for their early support, and to offer a 'head start' in our
games. Pigeons having more weighting than Eggs upon distribution.
This distribution will happen over a period of several months, but the
first distribution will prioritise early investors into the project. Holding
our NFTs throughout the entire distribution will lead to greater rewards.
20% of the total supply will be distributed via private sales, and 3% will
be distributed via public sales.
Private sale tokens will unlock monthly, following our TGE.

Community Development, Liquidity, Staking, Market
Making & Incentives

20% of our total supply will be used to incentivise community
engagement, including (but not limited to) giveaways, airdrops, content
creation, community management, and more.
Owners of $VIVE will have a say how this gets used over time.
This includes any marketing or legal costs.

Supply Breakdown II
Play-To-Earn (P2E)

Pigeon and/or egg owners will be able to earn $VIVE through any of
our P2E games.
34% of the total $VIVE supply will be available through our P2E games,
with 10% of that amount unlocked on launch. The rest will be vested to
ensure appropriate liquidity and support new games in the future.
Tokens may be earned through PvE and PvP game modes.

Team & Advisors
22% of the total supply (with 10% unlocked upon IDO) will be used for
paying the team and advisors. The total amount will be vested over 36
months following IDO.

Forms of Utility
Voting Rights

Owning $VIVE will allow you to vote and propose ideas within our DAO.

Staking

Staking tokens will lead to higher gains in the future, in the form of
larger returns than just holding the tokens in your wallet.

Upgrading, purchasing, breeding or trading

By burning or spending $VIVE, you will be able to upgrade your NFTs,
including:
- Combining multiple Commons into a version which is minted on the
Polygon network
- Breeding two NFTs to receive another with similar rarity/traits
- Purchasing new NFTs on our secondary market

Purchasing land

Spending $VIVE will give you the ability to purchase land. In doing so,
you will be able to create custom maps for others to play, and receive
rewards in the process.

NFT Gaming: Current
Currently, we have 2 core games in our Project: Pigeon collection:
Flappy Pigeon was our first
game, being a faithful
remake of the classic phone
game 'Flappy Bird'. The aim
is to make your Pigeon
avoid obstacles by tapping.
We added NFT integration
early on, allowing Pigeon
holders to play as their
Pigeon.
Our second game,
dubbed 'Egg Game',
offered a form of utility for
their Eggs. The game was
initially inspired by the
classic 'Crossy Road', but
not long after we
consolidated the game
and truly made it our own.
Our third currently released game is a choose-your-own-adventure style
text game, currently running on our Discord, where you play as an
adventurer exploring a seemingly abandoned space ship.
While all of our current games do not currently have play-to-earn (P2E)
integration, this will be coming for a short period following our TGE, before
the launch of our first major game in 2022.

NFT Gaming: Future
The first game that will be released is our Tower Defence Game. For this,
the collectibles using their DNA and rarity will be translated to unique
towers in the game, which have varying attack rates, damage, and other
statistics. This game will contain both a standard offline experience, along
with an online version, which connects to our servers to enable the P2E
mechanics. Further, the game will contain a competitive multiplayer section,
where users can play against each other and wager their tokens.
The second planned game is a NFT Card Game (NFTCG). Here, data
obtained from your owned NFTs will translate into playable cards, including
their artwork, clans, type, attack, defence, summoning cost, and more. This
game will also contain PvE and PvP options, as well as more casual and
competitive card game events, so we can offer enjoyment to all kinds of
players. Competitive play will be split into seasons, with the top percentage
of players receiving significant rewards each season.
Currently, over 85 NFTs have been produced for these games. All of these
NFTs will be released in a 'set', which will aim to have 100-150 unique NFTs.
More NFTs will be released in later sets, which will reflect updates in the
lore and introduce new mechanics or themes between games.
A pre-alpha is expected to be released in Q4 of 2021, utilising the platform
“Tabletop Simulator”. Later alphas, betas, and finally a full platform are
currently planned to be released throughout 2022.

Business Models
Each games business model will be direct to consumer (DTC), and offer 3
different purchasing plans:
‘Retain’ - a battle pass system, offering rewards for consistent and frequent
play. These can be purchased at the beginning of a season. Crafting and
breeding mechanics also will give users benefits for continued playing of
any game within our ecosystem. Rewards may include tokens or NFTs.
‘Lift’ - one time purchases including booster packs and cosmetics, to
improve the gaming experience, the cosmetics, and items from the booster
packs will be NFTs which the user can freely trade.
‘Shift’ - free-to-play/ play-to-earn strategies, allowing users to play and
progress only by investments of time and hard work.
Additionally, a marketplace will be created, allowing users to sell individual
NFTs (or bundles) that they no longer need. This method will ensure NFTs
are in the hands of those who want them, and is missing in almost every
popular online Trading Card Game.

Core Concepts I
Rarity and Scarcity

Commonly seen within the NFT market is the concept of rarity. NFTs
often contain a combination of many unique traits, which when
combined cause certain NFTs to be rarer than others. This fits well into
the concept of a game focused around collectibles, which in physical
forms also offer rarity, whether the collectible is “shiny” or has
“alternate artwork” as well. We will capture this concept and expand it,
by enabling the randomisation of up to ten “traits” on each card. This
randomisation will enhance the uniqueness of each card, making it rare
for any two collectibles to be exactly the same.
Further, a concept we are excited to introduce is that high-rarity
collectibles will have varied abilities (from a set list) based on the traits
of the NFT, meaning even two of the exact same collectible may play
differently.

Core Concepts II
Breeding
A breeding mechanic will be implemented to allow creation of new
collectibles based on the “DNA” of the existing NFTs, this will add
further utility for the tokens. Some key points about the breeding
mechanics are:
Tokens will have a limited number of breeding charges, which will
decrease each time.
Tokens will hold stats, and these stats will influence the outcome of
the bred token, allowing those who understand the mechanics to
get a better outcome
By taking part in the breeding mechanic, users will gain experience
stored on-chain, which also enhances the outcome, meaning
experienced breeders will have better outcomes. Better outcomes
from breeds will result in more experience gained.
Experienced breeders will be able to sell their services to others, to
act as an intermediary in the breeding process, and thus increase
the outcome.

Core Concepts III
Crafting

The crafting mechanic will allow users to craft and form new collectibles
via crafting “tokens” earnt from just simply participating in our gaming
ecosystem. Owners of our early tokens (pigeons + eggs) will also be able
to stake these tokens, to passively gain crafting materials. There will be
varying tiers of crafting resources, with higher tiered resources giving
higher tiered outcomes. More key points about the crafting include:
Tokens will be earnt through gameplay, better in-game performance
will result in more and better earned resources.
Utilising higher-tier tokens will result in better outcomes.
Crafts will be able to be “boosted” using extra resources, to enhance
the tokens quality.
Similar to the breeding mechanics, those who participate will gain
experience in crafting, which will boost the outcome of the craft as
well.
Thus, a secure method will be set up to allow other users to pay
experienced crafters for their services without risking losing hardearned tokens.

Proposed 2022
Roadmap
OUTREACH
Attract early stage investment.
Release token for use as currency
across all our platforms. Pigeon
holders earn this over time.
Collaborate with more promising
projects to bring into the
ecosystem.
Release of main ERC-1155 Smart
Contract for our platform.
Beta release of a co-op NFT game.

EXPANSION
Enable integrations of NFTs
between the games in our platform.
All users now able to use NFTs
across our platform.
Full release of a co-op NFT game.

EMPOWER

Development of in-platform
marketplace
Development continues on other
projects.
Project Pigeon team expands even
further to include a creative dept.,
extra community managers, and more.

Community
Our community is at the heart of what we do. Whether it be our future
player base, Twitter followers, or Discord members, we want to ensure
their voices are heard. Our priority is to enable a community that is
engaging, interactive, and fair.
During the early stages of development, Discord members will have the
ability to vote on features and directions (within reason), leading to
developments based on democracy and made by those interested in
playing the game. Voting will be enabled by smart contracts to ensure
fairness. Once this occurs, voting will initially only be available to those
who own a “Pigeon” in their associated wallet address, and will feature
elements of a Decentralised Autonomous Organisation (DAO).
Thank you for all of your support so far. It means the world to us.
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